


Only through the persistent, continuous effort 
of small groups of ambitious and visionary 

individuals, do great break-throughs happen. 
Today’s enabling technologies allow for 

incredible product concepts to be developed 
at breakneck speed. Truly disruptive products, 

when done right, can help us find ourselves. 
Helping to create these breakthrough 

products is what gets us out of bed.





 Smart phones have 
looked the same for the 
last 15 years. How can 
smart phone design be 
significantly improved, 
with Apple leading the 

way?


Here’s to iPhone 17…
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iPhone 17



The iPhone 17 sports a rollable screen which 
allows a tiny volume footprint versus screen 

size. The new design allows the user to do 
away with that large bulky phone in the their 
pocket or handbag. When needed, the user 
benefits from an expandable screen which 
lends itself to FaceTime, watching videos or 

typing out emails…



iPhone 17 (A radically new design)



1 Small display. Pressure 
button to unfurl. Once to 
answer. Twice to expand. 

2 Rollable OLED screen 
unfurled 

2A Side-spokes for  
structural support

iPhone 17 
- Concept #1 -



1 +2 Rollers exposed outwards to form miniaturised screen before 
expansion and expanded screen afterwards. Slightly larger initial 
screen provides more structural support to expanded state.

iPhone 17 
- Concept #2 -



3 Expanded state allows for a continuous, single screen as opposed 
to separate ones. Allows for more functionality and sleeker design.

iPhone 17 
- Concept #2 -



Advantages 
Minimise physical presence while maximising 
portability 
Mitigate the lure of screen time 
Minimise weight, and potentially cost 

Specs 
Bundle electronics and battery into side-nodes 
If necessary, reduce specs (speed, screen colour/
resolution) in order to pack electronics and battery 
into a smaller volume

iPhone 17



Rollable screens are here. The LG rollable almost 
happened. Samsung is about to debut a sloth of new 
products including a semi-rollable screen:  https://
youtu.be/mA8lvN7ZFb0 

But Apple still has time to be a market leader . 
Apple will do what Samsung is doing but, typical of 
Apple, to a higher level of quality and functionality.. 

Rollable screen technology

https://www.theverge.com/2022/7/12/23205814/lg-rollable-phone-video-leak
https://www.theverge.com/2022/7/12/23205814/lg-rollable-phone-video-leak
https://youtu.be/mA8lvN7ZFb0
https://youtu.be/mA8lvN7ZFb0


Goodbye bulky phones.  
Hello iPhone 17.



Our coordinates 
NUMA Pte. Ltd. 
68 Circular Road, 
#02-01, 049422, 
Singapore 

Say hello 
hello@numa.studio 

Digital presence 
https://numa.studio 

https://linkedin.com/
company/numastudio 
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